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Quickly CCD/FPR Module 
 
 
The origin of idea: 
 
The origin of the patent is that at present, both sides of the LCD are designed with 
narrow side widths. Then the bottleneck encountered is that the CCD Module cannot be 
placed at the upper edge area. 







A CCD Module that is hidden in the system body for quick insertion and removal and 
is attached to the corners of the screen for use while maintaining confidential fingerprint 
protection. It’s not same as traditional design on the LCD side. 
A CCD Module has design slide structure and Pogo pin to contact with system then 
easy and quickly to use CCD function or change others side of Fingerprint function follow 
on User quickly swap and for need. 
The confidentiality mechanism can usually be used after fingerprint recognition to 
start the lens unlocking when you release module before. 
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Use the slide structure to quickly place and locate, while using magnets to 





The Patent idea of module can design in System side for standard position for use 
and Charge, it’s also can be moving to LCD side and use magnetic attraction in LCD each 
edge, CCD/Fingerprint function follow use to swap for use it in same time. When module 
battery low then back to system side to charge was be fine. We also can design a 




Disclosed by Wayne Wu, HP Inc. 
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